
•remix



Combining the 
performance you need 
with the upholstered 
comfort you love.





Tuned to perform

Remix celebrates an unconventional mix of innovation
and tradition, resulting in a new performance for the
upholstered chair.

By combining traditional values with modern materials,
Remix brings dynamic movement to a conventional
upholstered chair. The performance you need – the
upholstered comfort you love.



Active Support

Featuring a Tandem Back which delivers immediate, plush 
comfort paired with Flex Net Matrix™ technology that 
provides resiliency, flexibility and all day support.

The Flex Net Matrix™ is made from the same high 
performance elastomer as the Be range, specially 
engineered and paired with a layer of cushioning for 
added comfort.

Adjustable tilt tension and a three-point tilt lock offer 
personalised fit.



With innovative performance elements and 
advanced ergonomic comfort, Remix supports 
fast-paced and demanding work environments. 
Allowing the user to sit in different postures 
and seamlessly accommodate the transitions 
between them.



Formway is a research-led studio designing products 
for some of the world’s most well-known and innovative 
furniture brands. 

For over 50 years, Formway has focused on designing 
high performance seating and established a reputation 
for delivering world-class residential and commercial 
products.

Formway’s designs are informed by insights gained 
through observation and consideration of human 
behavior. Their passion for people and design underpins 
their ability to create innovative solutions that fulfil 
genuine user needs.



Chair Options

Lumbar

ArmsUpholstery

Back – Flex Net MatrixTM Base

Castors

Grey High 
Performance

Onyx

Plastic LoopAluminium 
Loop

Also available in COM/COL
*Note: Fabric in Photography: Kvadrat Re-wool

Storm

With 
Additional 
Lumbar

Black

Soft Floor

Slate Height
Adjustable

No Arms

980 - 1100m
m

1130 - 1250m
m

Pebble

Without 
Additional 
Lumbar

Polished
Aluminium

Hard Floor

Seat

Height 430 - 550mm

Width 650mm

Depth 544mm

Seat

Height 430 - 550mm

Width 650mm

Depth 544mm

Backrest

Height 650mm

Width (at top) 500mm

Backrest

Height 800mm

Width (at top) 500mm

Arms (Height Adjustable/High Performance)

Height above seat 200 - 300mm

Width between arm pads 520mm

Arms (Loop)

Height above seat 250mm

Width between arm pads 520mm

High Back

Standard Back





Tuned to Perform.



Remix is protected by intellectual property rights 
internationally owned by Formway Furniture 
Limited and Formway Design Studio, comprising of 
copyright or equivalent rights, patents and design 
registrations. Remix is a trademark of Formway 
Design Studio, and is the subject of applications 
and registrations in a number of countries.

formwaydesign.com zenithinteriors.com

ZENITH
Melbourne, Sydney, Canberra, Brisbane, Perth, Adelaide, 
Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch, Shanghai, 
Hong Kong, Singapore, Shenzhen

zenithinteriors.com/product/remix-task-chair


